
 
 

ISME is grateful to the members of the Select Committee for this opportunity to address you. 

Following the Brexit referendum result in 2016, a great deal of focus was placed on our export 

sector, particularly food exports to the UK. In terms of Ireland’s overall trade balances, this 

was inappropriate. 

While Ireland had an overall trade surplus of €75bn in 20201 we had a trade deficit with the 

UK of €5.4bn. The SME sector is disproportionately dependant on these exports. The CSO 

table below shows that 67% of UK imports are accounted for by SMEs. 

Imports from the UK by Size of Enterprise 20182 

 

These imports do not simply materialise in our warehouses, factories and shops. They are 

imported by professionals like Roche Freight. Since January 1st, the landscape for importers 

from the UK has been profoundly altered by Brexit. While we appreciate that professionals in 

our Revenue and Customs services are working hard to minimise disruption, this is not 

happening quickly enough. I have included at APPENDIX I correspondence between Roche 

Freight and Revenue in Rosslare, which will illustrate the complexity of the issues.  

These issues will shortly result in significant reductions in stocks to which the domestic Irish 

economy has become accustomed over long decades.  

In order to mitigate the costs being imposed on freight across the Irish Sea post Brexit, we 

need to address the following: 

 

1. The issue of Movement Refence Numbers (MRNs) before Revenue debits VAT & 

Duties. Revenue is debiting VAT and duties due by the importer 30 minutes before 

port arrival. In cases where the importer has multiple inbound shipments, Revenue 

may make a deduction which means the importer has insufficient funds to clear a 

shipment which is 30 minutes from port. The importer can transfer funds during 

working hours via ROS, but outside working hours, this can hold up the other 

shipment(s). Revenue’s offered solution to this issue is not practicable at present. 

 

2. Co-loaded shipments, i.e. those with goods for both Northern Ireland and the 

Republic, have been a feature of UK Ireland trade for three decades. These have been 

 
1 https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/er/gei/goodsexportsandimportsdecember2020/ 
2 https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-pte/profileoftradingenterprises2018/importsfromtheukbysizeofenterprise/ 
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effectively stopped by Brexit, with significant implications for shipping costs. We 

understood that NI businesses were to be given an “XI” number to facilitate this, but 

it has not happened. The stop-gap fix by the Northern Ireland Government using the 

Trader Support Service (TSS) is too cumbersome. 

 

 

3. Movements of goods from UK to Ireland which require Department of Agriculture 

notification need better coordination with the Customs and Revenue authorities. We 

have had a shipment cleared by Customs and delivered to Dublin which was 

subsequently recalled by DAFM. This cannot happen. 

 

4. The “Rules of Origin” issue is causing severe problem for Irish importers purchasing 

EU goods from UK distributors: they can never order from EU countries in the 

quantities that many UK distributers can. 

 

My colleague Damien Roche, Managing Director of Roche Freight Ireland, will explain the 

necessity of these reforms and the background to them. 

 

 

  



 
APPENDIX I 

From: Damien Roche <DRoche@rochefreight.ie>  

Sent: Saturday 13 February 2021 12:03 

To: XXXX, XXXX@revenue.ie; YYYY, YYYY@revenue.ie 

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Issues with Import Entries 

Hi YYYY 

I am copying in XXXX as she may remember some of the following issues I raised during the meetings 

and webinars we had at Rosslare. As I explained I have been completing Customs Entries since 1983 

so I believe I have enough experience to understand the process. I have a few of issues which I am 

sure you are aware but would like to bring them up as below. 

When doing an Import Entry back in the 90’s and I don’t believe it changed up to last year. You sent 

the entry to Revenue and you only got the entry back if everything was correct and the importer had 

money on their TAN for VAT & Duty. Last weekend (Sunday 7th Feb) we noticed that when our trailer 

came in, we had 3 entries that stated insufficient funds. This was after the Importer had registered us 

to use their EORI number and said they had put money on their REV/PAY account on the Friday. By 

Revenue issuing the entry number on the Friday we assumed all was in order and loaded the goods 

on the trailer and that included revenue had got their money due to them. This led to us not being 

able to move our trailer from the port and other customers were affected with delayed deliveries due 

on Monday. So surely the logic should be the entry does not give you an MRN number until everything 

is ok?   

The Union Customs Code allows for pre-lodged declarations up-to 30 days in advance of 

presentation of the goods.  As a result of that change, and in building AIS in compliance with UCC, 

no initial credit is completed as it would not be expected to have funds in the account in advance of 

the actual arrival of the goods.  No one is going to do an entry 30 days in advance as they won’t have 

the correct shipping details or trailer numbers. The country is hardly able to submit entries in time 

a day before arrival. So a very poor thought process in my and all the agents processing entries view. 

An AIS entry when submitted, is checked for errors (but no credit check done), and its status is 

recorded as ‘registered’ and the MRN is issued to the declarant.  At presentation of the goods 

(arrival of the goods into Ireland), the declaration status is recorded as ‘accepted’ and this is when 

the credit check is done of the payer’s TAN account.  Where there are sufficient funds the goods will 

be released.  If there are Insufficient Funds at the time of presentation the declarant will be 

informed and the goods will not be released until the TAN is topped up.  As I explained to you 

colleague who said it was up to me and the importer to make sure we have money in the REV/Pay 

account. For example, I could contact the Importer and ensure that the funds are in place. Another 

shipment might be due in before my shipment arrives, and that agent could process their entry and 

grab my money. No point is saying the importer should know what is coming. They are unsure of 

what is coming at the best of times due to the delays in trying to get trailers loaded and in to Ireland 

from the UK. So whereby I do my job professionally and ensure I have money in place I can be caught 

out by above. To add to the issue if the entry that has “Insufficient funds” against it is done by 

another agent and not by ourselves we can’t change the entry to allow us to pay the duty so we can 

move the trailer out of Customs. So if this happens on a Friday night we have to wait until Monday 
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morning. Certain companies are insisting on using other agents to complete all their imports and 

these agents are not 24/7. 

 

In AEP a credit check before the entry was accepted would reject the SAD and following a top up 

the declarant would have to re-submit the SAD.   

The removal of the first credit check in AIS enables pre-lodging  of the entry up to 30 days before 

arrival.  In the case of Insufficient funds at the time of arrival the entry will wait for 5 days for a top 

up, before invalidating the entry.  TANs can be topped online through ROS 24/7 and credit will be 

given in the TAN immediately following payment. In the case above the trailer could have been split 

and the pallets relating to the insufficient funds issues being collected later.    This does not happen. 

We have seen that it can take up to 24 hours to have money transferred to a REV/Pay account. I 

discussed this with Fonsa in Nenagh and she agreed with me last year. You are not allowed split the 

trailer after the declarations have been submitted to Customs. Everything has to be sorted before 

you can move from Rosslare or Dublin port. 

 

On the same trailer we had a shipment and part of the consignment was from Japan. A letter of 

origin was got from Sulzer pumps on Monday to confirm everything and this was accepted and was 

to be posted on the revenue system for further shipments so they the entry would not give a “RED” 

routing. This Friday we processed the very same shipment and it is due in on Sunday (14th 

February)  and the routing back on Friday is “RED” again with the same query. Surely this is 

wrong?  Could you provide more detail in relation to this case (e.g. PBN and MRN)?  

The risk system evaluates MRNs based on certain risk criteria and independently to any other MRN. 

So if there was multiple MRN’s linked to the same letter of origin then it may have been requested 

for each MRN. If you can share the details we can review the case.  

 

In response to a separate query from another Rochefreight director this issue is being dealt with for 

future consignments. Equivalent loads will be white listed in the future. This is still not 

happening.  Please check below. This went RED again for the 3 weekend in a row 

 

 

Revenue applies electronic risk analysis to all import declarations and these risk profiles are 

targeting known risks across a number of areas, mis-classification, incorrect origin, counterfeit 

goods, unsafe products, as well as SPS restrictions.  We continuously review our profiles and adapt 

and change them based on previous interventions.  However, certain risks require us to intervene 

on all imports.  Revenue works with trade where possible, to minimise the frequency of repetitive 

interventions and trade need to ensure that all supporting documentation is submitted prior to 

arrival so that the intervention can be completed pre-arrival of the goods. 

 



 
We also did an entry on Thursday 4th February but our staff had put the EORI number of the importer 

as the company paying the duty & Vat. This was a mistake on our behalf, and we did a Sad correction 

to put our EORI (TAN) which has over €80K on it with Revenue. The customs officer on duty said this 

was not allowed and we had to wait until nearly 11am on Friday morning to get the trailer released. 

This is surely wrong. In the past you changed the TAN and the SAD would check the new TAN and 

issue a routing. So was has this logic changed?  We did have technical issues with AIS around this 

time and perhaps the officer felt that submitting the amendment would result in the declaration 

becoming stuck. I understand the case was resolved and the goods were released. 

On all of the above issues the Customs at Rosslare are unable to sort as they are not using their 

discretion but applying the rules from a booklet. We need officers to understand that if things have 

been checked and all in order and if the system doesn’t allow them to turn the routing to GREEN then 

they should let us proceed and deal with the matter later. 

Brexit and its implications have been a learning exercise for all of us and Revenue continuously 

strives to give the best customer service possible.  We are adapting processes and adding new 

training elements for staff based on trader experiences as we all become more familiar with these 

new supply chains being subject to customs formalities.   That’s why a Customs officer should be 

able to make a decision that everything is in order and that they Revenue system has an issue and 

release the goods and not hold it up. The issue should be dealt with later in the day but the customs 

officer and Revenue’s software department/provider.  

I have also noticed that on rejections on the front screen of our system we get “ETA not reached” 

this would bring a staff member to double check the date, time & ship arrival details. When this is 

checked it is shown to have been entered correctly. We then go into responses and the rejection 

would state something completely different in some cases back to above, “insufficient funds”. 

Surely the rejection should read on the front screen what it is. Maybe this is our software providers 

fault but I would appreciate clarification. Screen shot below. This is an issue to be raised with your 

Software provider as their system dictates how messages are displayed to the user. This is still on 

going and within the last few days we have been told it is our issue. Again, it would be better if 

Customs staff were honest with us so we can work through this together and not fob us off with “its 

your issue or check the AIS guidelines” 

 

It was agreed last year that a process would be in place for forwarders/hauliers like ourselves that 

have large volumes of shipments from South Wales/South West England that go to the Republic of 

Ireland and Northern Ireland. Up to the end of last year we could mix these without an issue. Since 

the 1st January we are now sending trucks half full via Liverpool-Belfast with Northern Ireland freight 

which is costing over STG£280 per trailer in extra costs because we can’t mix this with Republic of 

Ireland freight. We have now been told the system is working to move freight through the ports of 

Pembroke/Fishguard where the TSS will issue us with a Transit number which we will enter to the 

PBN. But only for trailers with Northern Ireland freight. This is not working that well and holding up 

freight getting to the North. Is there any other way around this?  

You can have goods for NI and IE in the same vehicle. You then have a number of options as to how 

to handle the consignments.  All goods could be cleared in IE using AIS but then duty would have to 

paid on the NI destined goods.  Alternatively, goods destined for NI could be put under a T1 transit 

with an office of destination of NI.  The IE destined goods could move to Ireland under a direct 



 
import. Either the Import declaration / Transit declaration and the ENS are added to the PBN.  That 

won’t work as the NI customer will not pay Duty when there is no need. 

In relation to the above I recall there was an agreement we could mix Northern Ireland freight & 

Republic of Ireland freight on the same trailer and process the import entries as normal and as long 

as the Northern Ireland customer had an XI (EORI) number this would work. This doesn’t seem to 

be the case. Where are we on that solution? The XI EORI number is valid to be entered in the AIS 

system.  However, as mentioned above, if you declare NI destined goods for clearance in IE then 

these goods cannot avail of the NI Protocol direct transport benefits.    Same answer as above 

Is there going to be a solution in relation to Northern Ireland freight arriving in the South and going 

for onward delivery to Northern Ireland as above. Recently we brought a shipment in via Holyhead-

Dublin as “Roadking services” outside of Holyhead are more of fay with the procedures in the TSS 

and issuing a TAD. Our delivery point was outside of Newry but Border force emailed our UK office 

saying we had to report with the load of packaging to Belfast port. Which we explained was over 20 

miles further on from our delivery point.  The Office of destination listed on the Transit declaration 

is where the load would need to report to. HMRC should be able to confirm any other available 

offices. Options are available with regard to OoDestination for NI for transits handled by TSS.  You 

can contact that service to find out more about the end of transits at the point of 

delivery.   https://www.gov.uk/guidance/trader-support-service They won’t talk to an Irish 

Company. Only a UK or NI registered company. 

 

We have also seen that some of our UK clients have moved their shipments to Northern Ireland 

hauliers. I was on the TSS webinar on Tuesday 9th February and I posed the following question. 

(ZZZZ) was representing Irish Customs but the question to follow wasn’t aired. If there are goods on 

a trailer that goes GB-NI with a Northern Haulier how do Irish Customs get an import entry for 

shipments to the Republic of Ireland?  And more so, if the goods are required to have Health or 

physo certs for the attention of the department of Agriculture how do they check the goods. I have 

reported an incident to the Dept of agriculture whereby Rosslare advise us and we forward the 

email to the UK customer the shipment would not be allowed enter the Republic of Ireland. 

Subsequently and Northern Ireland haulier picked the goods up from our depot in Swansea and the 

goods were deliver a couple of days later in Dublin. All goods arriving from GB-NI with destination 

in Ireland have two options either to customs clear on HMRC systems, paying any relevant duties, 

they are then in free circulation to move to Ireland without any further customs formalities. The 

other option is to move under transit to a TSF in Ireland where clearance can be completed on the 

AIS system and the transit declaration closing. Any goods subject to SPS checks will have those 

completed in NI, before moving to Ireland. So my point is the Northern Ireland haulier is able to 

smuggle goods in via NI port for the ROI as they are not been checked. 

I also brought up at the meetings and webinars that Rochefreight would be against companies using 

one Agent to clear their goods. I said that if there were issues on the entries after hours and at the 

weekends these representatives would not be working. Revenue clearly stated at all meetings and 

webinars that freight would move smoothly and there would very few checks. Customers then 

appointed Forwarders/Customs clearance agents based on this. I was told that if the trailer or ship 

was wrong on the import declaration it didn’t matter to customs as their system was pulling routings 

and inspections from the PBN and not the entry and that the entry could be amended later as not 

to hold up freight. This is certainly not the case as we had an issue last week where we got our trailer 

https://url6.mailanyone.net/v1/?m=1lH1nj-00048d-5e&i=57e1b682&c=kPFNPLIvn6QM81szkCmnQcqhzpCT8MT9AgC6mGmlA1PoOz4FOdzSWGt3BimoBxZgjtNXB2bqjL1c30M2ncDscauY8akJZADzFsgrMYKiZdiyAk0RXG2o3sH56dnTfBi8FQRoQb13GW6lone7aE6LkKz3OkZ6iGwDh9u3O9ZAY-Ghel01vREomBnKqHWZLsEpCWJUsEwA7tqnFVheB8vUtm4DhA8Bzy3QF9Fj8-DVBhHvzv6risI6Lik-gUEInbMz


 
routed green but a forwarder had entered in the wrong trailer number and after our trailer was on 

route to Dublin we got a call saying their shipment had gone Orange. So how did this happen? 

Customer are now seeing the my experience was correct last year and are now asking us to clear 

goods on our trailers but not all of them are. Can you give more detail on this example as I am unsure 

what the issue is? 

We also had a load cleared by routing for inspection by the HSE and then we got a routing Green. 

An hour later the routing went back to Orange because the Dept of Agriculture wanted to look at 

the goods. We had to bring the trailer back to the Kilrane Customs post. If we can be provided with 

specifics on this incident we will investigate what happened.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
I would like to point out that all of the above is not a rant but issues that need to be addressed as we 

need to keep freight moving. 

 

I would appreciate a response any maybe at this stage a meeting arranged for me with Customs 

Higher officers the Dept of Agriculture to go through these issues. From a Revenue perspective there 

is no problem arranging a meeting locally.  

Many thanks in advance. 

Damien A. Roche 

Managing Director 

Tel: +353 (0)539161144  

 

 


